COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA PLAN FOR
PHILIPPINE COLD CHAIN PROJECT (PCCP)
(YEAR 5 IMPLEMENTATION)

Photos courtesy of PCCP

PCCP is a project funded by the United States Department of Agriculture and implemented by Winrock International Institute
for Agricultural Development
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Introduction

The Philippine Cold Chain Project
(PCCP) is a project funded by the
United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) under its Food
for Progress Program. PCCP is being
implemented by Winrock
International Institute for Agricultural
Development. The project is
implemented in the Caraga Region, in
the northeastern part of Mindanao
and covers the five provinces, of:
Agusan del Sur, Agusan del Norte,
Surigao del Sur, Surigao del Norte and
Dinagat Islands.
The project aims to achieve improved
agricultural productivity, market and
trade development in the horticulture, pork and fishery sectors in the region. The PCCP is now in the
Year Five implementation phase, from October 2017 to September 2018. The PCCP will focus on:
production coordination and sustainability; post-harvest handling and processing; food safety and quality
management; linking producer groups to micro-finance institutions for assistance; engaging producer
groups with in-kind-grant facilities; strengthening the links of value chain actors; strengthening producer
groups and other farmer based organizations, and developing private -public partnerships to enhance
sustainability.

Communications and Media Support for PCCP Activities and
Programs
Our Need to Communicate

This communication and media plan is built on PCCP’s objectives and is designed to be a plan of
communication outputs and messaging. This will be implemented to tell the story to stakeholders about
the PCCP. In addition, this plan serves as a venue for partner line agencies, agri-input suppliers, public
and private institutions and the public to be informed and aware of the PCCP and be involved in the
process of attaining the project’s objectives.
The purpose of this plan is to describe how PCCP interventions and achievements will be positioned,
promoted, and communicated, by integrating communications and knowledge management processes,
methods and tools, with planned activities of the Year five workplan. Our target audiences are the
Philippines National Government, Caraga branches of government at various administrative levels, the
people of Caraga Region, civil society organizations, non-government organizations, the media, the private
sector, multilateral agencies, bilateral donors, the PCCP team and USDA.
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During the year five implementation period, our team will use a strategic and integrated approach by
working across all components and partners and targeting all stakeholders to ensure that the PCCP
program is recognized, valued and accessible. A strategic and successfully executed communications and
knowledge management plan during this year is essential to continue the process of promoting and
positioning the project amongst stakeholders, and to keep USDA actively informed and involved with,
public messaging. The PCCP team will increase its efforts to tell the good news story of effective and
beneficial assistance from USDA and making the contribution of the American people more visible and
understood in the Caraga Region of the Philippines and beyond as necessary. The primary contact person
for the Communication and Media Plan CMP in the PCCP team is the Communications and Media Officer
(CMO).
The PCCP Communication Media Plan (CMP) for year five is the basis of messaging to, and informing
stakeholders of, the PCCP program. It is a dynamic document and plan in the sense that whilst many
communications and knowledge management events and needs can be identified now and planned for in
the CMP, others will arise that we need to respond to. The CMO will actively monitor for such events,
projects, initiatives and needs, and work with PCCP team members to revise or develop communications
methods to respond as needed.
In year five, there will be a change to have much tighter and more integrated communications across the
PCCP program and all partners. This will mean a stronger emphasis on planning, delivering, reviewing and
quality control for all communications messaging. This will also include assurance that the Branding and
Marking Plan is understood and applied by partners and PCCP team for all activities and events funded by
USDA. The roles and responsibilities of PCCP team members will also be made clearer and better
managed.
To more effectively plan and execute communications, media and knowledge management, we will fully
integrate the CMP into the annual and monthly work planning process. Additionally, larger interventions
such as conferences, social behavior change campaigns will have separate communications strategies and
sub plans developed as they arise. These will detail how we plan on using strategic communications and
outreach to achieve program objectives. The plan is summarized as a Communications Calendar, attached
as Annex 1. This calendar is our plan to summarize the what, the who, the how, and the when of message
delivery and for strategic communications aimed at raising awareness and addressing social behavior
change.
What needs to be communicated?
For the Year five implementation, the CMP will focus on message delivery to inform on PCCP’s milestones
and key achievements, and the impact of PCCP’s assistance. Year five documentation will highlight PCCP’s
intervention in terms of the most significant change, success stories, learnings, what is next for the
beneficiaries, and the project’s updates. In addition, information dissemination and promotion of the
establishment of In-Kind-Grants facilities will be given importance of this plan. PCCP will also venture on
developing agricultural messages as a support tool to enhance fora and trainings. Assisted producers will
be able to get updated market information. This will help producers avoid being short-changed in their
produce aside from capacitating them on its importance. Amongst others, it is important to create
awareness on how PCCP is working and achieving towards progress by publicizing it in key events,
meetings, workshops and gatherings.
When should it be communicated?
Part of the project’s integrated workplan is this communications and media plan. Updates on PCCP’s
activities will be on a regular basis as much as possible. Documenting and planning the release of success
stories will be scheduled in the most strategic dates. This also applies to the release of newsletters and
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news briefs as well as the regular promotion of PCCP using social media and audio-visual tools. This
communication plan will also adhere to the planned activities indicated in the final PCCP workplan. It is
important for both the work plan and communication plan to coincide with each other for better
scheduling and smooth flow of the processes. Should unanticipated events or activities arise in the future,
it is also strategic to prepare a risk management plan. The plan is summarized as a Communications
Calendar, attached as Annex 1.
How do we communicate?
PCCP’s interventions and achievements will be documented, communicated and promoted with the use
of integrated communication and media tools. This will be done through news briefs, social media posts
via Facebook, Twitter, Winrock International and PCCP websites, radio, emails or the combination of
different platforms. Proper coordination with the project’s staff will contribute to the success and smooth
flow of communications and media-related initiatives. An audience analysis and needs assessment will be
conducted to give light on what communication and media platforms will be best in terms of accessibility
and cost-effectiveness. The communication plan will be integrated in the monthly plan. Communications
will be both routine and strategic in nature.

Activities to enhance communication strategies and functionality

Capacity-building and skills development in communications and management delivery methods for PCCP staff
This activity will be conducted to train and orient PCCP staff on the project’s communications and media
aspect in terms of management delivery methods. It will include sessions in how to document and tell
stories (basics of news writing), effective writing, basic photography, flow and processes of packaging
information to different media platforms, scheduling and updating of events for documentation, branding
and marking orientation, and others. Identified staff who will undergo training will function as PCCP’s
media core.

Choosing design and platforms of IEC materials
This task will be planned with the participation of the specialists and provincial coordinators. The group
involved in this activity will plan and identify the activities (trainings, fora, campaign, regional or provincial
events) where the communication and media strategies will be integrated. For trainings and fora, it is
important to identify first the topics that the identified audience need, how the messages will be packaged
and where to find the source of credible information. Once identified, pre-production of Information,
Education and Communication (IEC) materials will take place. This will include the draft of content and
layout, verification of information and pre-testing of materials for effectiveness. Most importantly, we will
assess the pool of existing available materials and enhance or modify these, subject to the originator’s
approval. A primary outcome will be a repository of all training and extension materials in hard and soft
copy, relevant to the PCCP. The location of such a repository will be discussed with partners.
IEC or promotional materials come in different platforms. It could be programs aired in the radio, updates
release in the form of newsletter, how-to-do it information printed in leaflets and primers, audio-visual
production or a combination of two or more platforms. The advent of social media (Facebook, website,
Twitter, etc.) is also an effective tool in PCCP’s promotional activities.
PCCP will design materials to spread agricultural and value chain content messages. Specialists and
provincial coordinators will be involved in the planning activity of choosing what information to package
and where to seek reliable and updated information. Collaborating with government agencies, NGOs,
institutions and the private sector, with the right information is a desirable and necessary step to
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undertake. Effectiveness of these materials should also be given importance in terms of its attractiveness,
comprehensibility, acceptability (of the target users), self-involvement and persuasiveness.

Enhanced website platform and social media posting
This task will be in coordination with the PCCP Information and Technology Team. PCCP’s website,
Facebook page and Twitter are among the active social media tools used or planned for use. Part of this
plan is to enhance the visual platform (website), enrich its content and observe up-to-date posting (Twitter
and Facebook) to make it more appealing, engaging, active and more social. We will also use relevant
Winrock International sites, media and content. To effectively do this, a monthly social media calendar
will be prepared in accordance with the deliverables indicated in the Communications Calendar (Annex
1).
Winrock International official website messaging from PCCP
This CMP will use Winrock International official website as a channel in disseminating the project’s impact
and progress. PCCP will link with Winrock’s Communications team for posting updates, downloadable
materials, videos and stories found in the PCCP website (winrockpccp.org).
Branding and Marking, Publicity
PCCP has established its branding and marking strategy upon implementation. This strategy emphasizes
the observation of following the branding and marking guidelines of both the USDA and Winrock
International. Part of this communication plan is to create a concrete and permanent branding and marking
tool to strengthen the project’s identity. It is important for PCCP staff to be familiar with this tool
especially when communicating to the target audience in the field. We will review compliance with
branding and marking and plan corrective actions as and if needed. In addition, this will help promote and
create publicity of PCCP and the agencies behind its being.

Strategic Communications and Outreach Support to Sectoral Activities

Strategic communications in the PCCP context means the systematic planning and achievement of
information flow, communication, media development and perception of the PCCP Program, over the life
of project. This is where we plan and show how the CMP can help to raise awareness of, promote and
improve participation in key events, activities, meetings, workshops and related matters. The goal of this
is to pre-position and engage stakeholders more effectively, raise awareness and participation in PCCP
work, and promote PCCP activities and results in a positive and evidence-based way.
The CMP thus needs to be aligned closely to the planned activities in each sector of the year five work
plan and to the M&E Plan to do this. The Annual Communications and Media Strategy (Figure 1) is a
detailed table of activities that will help promote and support the PCCP Year Five Work Plan indicators
and outputs, and the items presented for action in the Communications Calendar.
Communications and Media Plan Matrix
The communications and media plan matrix (the Calendar) include the main communication
events/activities, indicators and the number of targets. This will serve as a guiding and tracking tool for
communications and media sector of PCCP. Attached in this document is the annualized plan (Annex 1)
while the detailed target calendar will be prepared in a separate document.
Communications and Media Management Tools
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Communications and media tools that PCCP will integrate (as indicated in the communications calendarAnnex 1) in the promotion and documentation of its programs and activities are as follows:
1. Social Media – PCCP has an active Website, YouTube, Facebook page and Twitter account.
Updates posted will be linked together in these identified sites.
a. A monthly social media calendar attached with the communications calendar (Annex 1) will
be prepared. The schedules and the contents to post will be plotted in the social media
calendar, according to the deliverables indicated in the matrix. Posting of PCCP updates will
be multi-platform as much as possible. This will enhance audience reach and social media
activities.
2. Success Stories or other human-interest stories (with short videos)
3. Newsletters – will be released in hard copies or electronic format to the project’s stakeholders
for updates, progress report, scheduled activities
4. Provide content for USDA and Winrock International communications and media platform
5. Print materials as supplementary guide in trainings and forums
6. Participation in regional and provincial exhibition
7. Exhibit displays in PCCP activities
8. Radio plugs, radio fora, radio program
9. News Release – will be released or posted in PCCP’s website or in local newspapers
10. Press Conference, press coverage
11. Text Blast for updated market information and techno support
12. PCCP promotional video (a documentary video production)
13. Most significant change, lesson learned documented
14. Weekly and semi-annual reports
15. Winrock International multi-media platforms and media messaging content (i.e. winrock.org, Fresh
Links etc.)

Communications and Media Planning as a Cross-cutting process

Using effective communication strategy is one of the tools to achieve and contribute to the success of the
project’s programs and activities. Effective communication methods, tools and processes results to better
reporting and documentation of the project’s milestones. Close coordination with the Monitoring and
Evaluation (M and E) team will be done to plan how information is created, shared, promoted and
captured. This is important for a better alignment of the tools, unified data gathering and concrete
evaluation of outputs.
The CMP and the PCCP Performance Management and Evaluation Plan, will promote achievement
towards, and raise awareness of the project’s targets and results obtained. It is vitally important to let our
partner agencies and sectors in both local and global perspective recognize the efforts of the implementing
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agency – Winrock International Institute for Agricultural Development and the funding agency – the
United States Department of Agriculture. Moreover, documenting and communicating PCCP’s
undertakings such as best practices of the beneficiaries, assisted facilities and improved value chain linkages,
impact of the project and the social behavior change all documented in an evidence-based way may serve
as a learning and improvement basis for the future development programs.
Knowledge and Management Planning
The PCCP team is currently using Winshare to access PCCP’s files. Winshare is an online platform
available for all PCCP staff who use Winrock account. Winshare is currently managed by the IT specialist.
Stored in Winshare are PCCP templates, training presentations and materials, photos, audio-visual files
and other shared documents. Another important knowledge source is the DevResults. It is a cloud-based
software for development projects which can track, collect, analyze and report data. PCCP IT staff,
monitoring and evaluation team and the communications officer will work on the guidelines for PCCP
staff, beneficiaries, partners and donors to access the information from the DevResults. It is important to
orient staff regarding this tool for easier and fast access. Part of this plan is to also enhance this platform
as a source of materials which adhere to PCCP’s marking and branding guidelines. A folder for the
communications and media will also be created in the shared network to access files in case Winshare is
inaccessible.
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Figure 1. Annual Communications and Media Plan Strategy
Activity

Activities and Tasks

1
1.1

Communications and Media Planning
Integrate and align communications and media plan to the integrated PCCP
Year 5 workplan
Identify communications and media strategy to be implemented for each
activity which will contribute to the achievement of its corresponding
indicators
Define the use of each communication tool/s used to achieve each activity by
discussing:
a. What message is relevant to the target audience and how to generate
it
b. How to capture and frame the message
c. How to synthesize and who are involved
d. How to package the message
e. How are these packaged messages be shared to the audience?
f. How and in what way will the target audience be able to receive and
apply the message
Develop draft for communications and media plan; share for approval; media
matrix plan or calendar and social media calendar
Develop a branding and marking plan
Explore first the branding and marking tool that PCCP is presently using
Create a document that indicates the branding and marking guideline of PCCP,
adhering the USDA and Winrock Intl. branding and marking guidelines for
documents, presentations, promotional materials, and assets provided by the
project such input grants and equipment grants.
a. Create/Layout soft copies of materials with the desired branding and
marking guidelines
b. Present for approval
c. Once approved, share it with the team
Knowledge Management Strategy
Involve selected personnel from the provincial field units in the orientation
and capacity building. Sessions will include
a. Writing and photography skills
b. Documenting lessons learned and feedback
c. Orient with the branding and marking plan

1.2
1.3

1.4
2
2.1
2.2

3
3.1

Indicators and Outputs

Activity Targets (Year
5)

Meet with sector specialists, provincial 1
coordinators

Workshop and brainstorming sessions with 1
sector specialists, marketing, monitoring
and evaluation, IT, communications and
media officer, provincial coordinators,
technical director and chief of party

1
Coordinate with IT specialist
Draft a short, concise branding and marking 1
plan
Share for approval

Conduct orientation and workshop to 1
selected PFU and PMO Staff
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4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
5
5.1
5.2

d. Story contribution to newsletter, press release, social media updates
e. Develop a KMP for PCCP (Include calendar of events, key updates)
Develop and Publish Quarterly Newsletter
The masthead of the newsletter will be discussed in the Knowledge and
Management Strategy
Facilitate canvass of potential publishers
Plan content for the newsletter (refer to the events calendar for story ideas)all five provinces
Write content
Share draft for editing
Finalize the draft and layout
Endorse the file to the chosen publisher for printing
Send e-copies via email or post in the website, send hard copies to identified
stakeholders (audience)

Brainstorm and decide the masthead during
orientation and workshop
Publisher contracted for newsletter printing

Distribute/share newsletter

4

Telling Stories to Highlight PCCP’s work
Snapshots from the field: significant events and outputs, include short article Monthly anecdotes on activities and people 12
or description for web posting (WinrockPCCP.org, winrock.org, PCCP official from the field
Facebook Page and Twitter account, FAIS System for USDA and DevResults
Success or Human-Interest Stories
Personal narrative story on beneficiaries
6
a. Collect data for potential beneficiaries who will be documented
b. Gather initial information
c. Plan for interview; Do the interview
d. Include photos or short clips for video presentation
e. Collect data and draft the story (refer to the success story guide:
USAID
f. Collect feedback, verify the information from the source
g. Finalize the draft and layout
h. Publish/share to appropriate media

6.1

Monthly press release: news stories and news briefs for USDA and
Winrock International
Number of published news to stakeholders
Use approved template

7
7.1

Production and Radio Broadcasting
Agricultural Radio Forum

6

4

12
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7.1.1
7.1.2
7.1.3
7.1.4
7.1.5
7.1.6

Identify partners or agencies to help develop the message

Connect with the agency (ies), present
PCCP’s proposal; plan/schedule activities
Identify radio stations within and outside the vicinity of Butuan City (provincial Connect, meet or contact radio stations
areas) potential to host such program; Assess listenership
Develop detailed script for each session, work with the radio program Approved script or rundown of radio
coordinator and invited guests
program
Schedule the airing of the program: live or recorded (if live, look for a Record program once aired (secure audio
possibility to do a Facebook live)
file for archives)
Gather feedback from the listeners thru SMS, emails
Send survey thru emails/sms
Prepare for the next session

8.3
8.4
8.5

Special Events promotion
Plot PCCP events in a calendar (events conducted or participated by PCCP - Assign PCCP staff in-charge of the exhibit
provincial or region-wide scope)
Prepare layout for standees in a tarpaulin for the exhibit
Canvass potential publishers, contract them
for printing
Secure printed promotional materials for display and distribution
Secure attendance or visitor’s log
Prepare post-activity report and M and E report

9
9.1

Social Media Visibility
Prepare social media calendar

8
8.1
8.2

9.2
9.3
9.4
10
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4

Communications and Media Officer (CMO)
prepares calendar
Observe process flow of information (source/author – CMO – TD/ CMO facilitates social media posting in
DCOP/COP)
coordination with the IT Team
Automatically link stories published in the website to Twitter and Facebook
Post at least twice a month (Twitter, Facebook and PCCP website)
24
Engaging with local/national media
Invite local media to cover and PCCP write activities; orient them first on Send advance letter to local media in the
PCCP’s overview and the activities they will be covering; publish stories in region; Follow-up
web or newspaper
Connect with the Philippine Information Agency for press conferences
Send letter for PIA to facilitate press
conference; invite target audience
Publish stories
Follow-up journalists/newspaper editorial
board for stories
Follow-up readership results for MOV
Secure MOV
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11
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
12
12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4

Promotional Video
Prepare script and story board
Canvass professional videographer
Contact and ask approval from personalities involved in the promotional
video; send their respective script in advance
Disseminate final video to stakeholders; post in social media sites
Play video during events/gathering
Text Blast for updated market information
Tie up with agencies or institutions with access or capacity to acquire market
information
Find tools and strategies to do text blast
Prepare plan, process flow and M and E tool for text blast
Weekly market information update via text blast

share for approval
contract with the selected service provider
Schedule pre-production, production and
production schedule
Schedule of release
Connect and partner
Meet with partners, IT specialist and MEDS
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ANNEX 1: Communications Calendar. Numbers in red font or yellow shade, indicate numbers and frequency of each activity.
Activities

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Septembe
r
1 2 3 4

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

October

Check submission of
staff Monthly Work
Plans to track PCCP
activities for promotion,
coverage and social
media visibility)
Facebook Posts linked
to Twitter

1

Website Posts, linked to
Facebook and Twitter

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Winrock International
Website PCCP
updates/posts
Newsletter e-copy

1

1

1

1

Newsletter Hard copy
release

1

1

1

1

Success Story/Human
Interest Story
Press Release/ Website
News, Story
PCCP Story
(Documentary)
Radio Ads (aired on
January to March)
Radio Forum (with
Livestreaming)
Electronic Billboards
Press Conference

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1
1

1

1 1 1 1
1
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Production of
Promotional Materials
for Exhibits during
trainings and forum
Production of IEC
materials in Livestock,
Horticulture, Fisheries,
Food Safety, IKG
Facilities
Text Blast for Market
Information
Newspaper Subscription
to advertise and publish
Contests
Exhibits during Regional
or provincial level
events
(training/seminar/forum,
etc.)
Production of bi-annual
report for the partners
and stakeholders
Monthly meetings
Weekly Report
Semi Annual report
Capacity Building for
PCCP staff

1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1
1 1 1 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1

1
1
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